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“Lia” tells the story of a beautiful former ballet dancer, entangled 
in a complex love triangle with the handsome Petru and his wife, 
whose jealousy and vengeance threaten tragedy when she wakes 
from a coma.



A strong and beautiful former ballet dancer becomes entangled in a complex love triangle 
with the handsome Petru and his wife in the passion-filled drama “Lia”. Destiny draws the 
three of them into a complex relationship, filled with desire, jealousy and vengeance, that 
threatens to bring a tragic end to the love binding them together.

Lia suffers many trials in her young life, giving up her dream of becoming a ballet dancer 
to take care of her sick father. When he loses his battle with cancer she has no choice but 
to move in with her aunt, her only remaining relative. It is then that she meets Petru and 
her life is changed forever.

The race track owner Petru appears rude and arrogant when Lia first meets him,  unaware 
that he owns the property where her aunt works. But she finds herself powerfully 
attracted to him when he reveals his more vulnerable side. Lia finds herself swept into a 
whirlwind romance and they soon decide to get married.

A dark secret is lurking in Petru’s life, however, and it bursts into the light on their wedding 
night. Petru has a wife named Alice, who has been in a coma. Alice herself had caused the 
car accident of which she became the victim when Petru tells here he wants a divorce. 
Three years later, just as Lia and Petru celebrate their wedding joy, Alice awakes.

Terrified that Lia will flee, Petru promises that they will be together once Alice has 
recovered and he has revealed the truth to her. But doctors warn Petru that Alice might 
deteriorate and die if she discovers the truth too quickly in her precarious health.

In order to remain close to one another, Lia becomes nanny to Robu, the son of Petru and 
Alice. However, their relationship soon raises the suspicions of those around them. At the 
same time, Lia’s career as a model flourishes while Petru struggles to keep his racetrack 
business afloat and fears his dreams will fall apart.

The threats to Petru’s happiness take a move sinister turn when his enemy, the feared 
mobster Gianni Rocca, is released from jail and targets Petru’s business and family. Alice 
meanwhile realizes that Lia and Petru are in love and plots revenge to destroy Lia, setting 
the stage for a hate-filled battle between the love rivals.

The turmoil in their lives reaches a peak as Petru bids to finish off Rocca, while Alice finds 
out that Lia and Petru are actually married. Rocca and Alice, now united in their enmity 
for him, plot their revenge. Petru’s true love Lia is now in grave danger and they will have 
to outwit those allied against them if their love is to survive.
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